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Do You?
 
I'm ready for what life might bring
let my words go through the world and sing
that no distance has ever brought me to fail
I always stayed still when I lost my trail.
I know what I want and I hope I'd get there soon
and I'd reach the sun and Moon
all to see what I want to be
life gave me what I needed to see
but now I need to know if anyone likes to go
and find the mysteries we needed to know
to a place so far away
where I'll be young, that's how I will stay
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Life Is More Than Just Time
 
life takes to where we want to go
whatever it gives us we don't know
life is not a camera and a light
it'd be defeating your highest fright
it's how we know that we're alive
when we fly high then go through a dive
life is more than just spending time
it's not even committing a crime
it's the beam of light for us to go through
it's the story of us, starting from me towards all of you
let's go on this journey together
to get to know each other better
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Like A Parachute
 
you will always break my fall
and I know you would never hesitate and call
when I'm standing at the edge, I start doubting what is to come after
till you catch me and hold me because you always help me with a laughter
I know you from your caring heart, from that smile you never lose
how can I forget you? I can never imagine who else I would choose
to go with me on this journey that can only happen once
you will always believe in me, unlike others who might see me as a dunce
you're my parachute, the one that helps me not to break
it's much safer when you get the least to be at stake.
my friend, you are my safe place, keep me there I beg you
because without friendship, what is the point of anything I do?
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